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I expect to pass through this world but once; any good thing
therefore that I can do, or any kindness that I can show to
any fellow-creature, let me do it now; let me not defer
or neglect it, for I shall not pass this way again.”
Stephen Grellet, 1773-1855
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The twelfth printing of this booklet (the first in color)
was made possible by
a generous contribution
received from a friend of
Care Wear Volunteers
Special thanks to participants who made samples to photograph and include with each pattern.
Twelfth Printing:
2 March 2012
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PROJECT OPTIONS
KNITTING &/or CROCHET
Hats (preemie, full-term, & child)
Booties (preemie & full-term)
Mittens (preemie)
Bed socks (child & teen sizes)
Blankets (all sizes)
Finger Puppets
Sweaters
Buntings/Sacques
Lap Blankets
Shawls
Toys stuffed with fiberfill
Burial Garments (all sizes)
Chemo Hats (children-adult)
Edgings on flannel blankets
Bibs
Burp Cloths

SEWING/CRAFTS
Hats (preemie, full-term, & child)
Bibs
Preemie Kimonos w/velcro at shoulder
Fabric/Fiberfill Toys
Diaper shirts (full-term)
Flannel Receiving Blankets
Fleece Blankets
Quilts (30” x 30” and larger)
Booties (preemie & full-term)
Incubator Covers (32”x22” Check size
with hospital)
Burial Garments (preemie & full-term)
Burp Cloths
Flannel Mattress Covers (30”x 30”or
larger)
Felt finger puppets
Medical/Surgical Learning Dolls
Chemo hats for teens & adults
Walker-Caddies
Surgical/Cough pillows
Cuddle Covers
Share Squares
Lap blankets
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GENERAL INFORMATION
Care Wear items are given FREE to infants, children & their
parents. Families usually keep the items as a memento--especially
garments for tiny preemies. Although the focus of Care Wear's efforts was originally premature infants, it has been impossible to ignore the requests for assistance for larger infants, children, & even
geriatric patients. There is the most demand for the larger preemie
& full-term sizes of hats & booties. Most hospitals welcome blankets and quilts. Feel free to vary colors with the season & use other patterns you have &
enjoy making. Please refer to the Care Wear website (http://www.carewear.org) Hospital
List for items requested.
PLEASE contact hospitals directly to confirm their needs & to confirm their mailing address. Hospitals that are not familiar with Care Wear will find it easier to respond to samples in each size. I recommend that you bring or send one of each size item that you
construct. Label each with size & name of item. For example, kimono-small, kimonomedium, kimono-large. Then, the hospital can respond, “Yes, we can use medium &
large, but not small.”
I encourage you to send items directly to the hospitals. Be sure to use the complete
address & the title of the liaison person on each package. Enclose your items in plastic
bags or line the box with a plastic trash bag to prevent water damage. There is no need
to package each item individually. I encourage you to attach a small Care Wear Volunteers label—with your name—to each donated item. Please enclose one large Care Wear
label with your full name & address in each delivery. Some of the hospitals will send personal replies to acknowledge every shipment--large or small. Others do not. I suspect
that staff members are busy with urgent life-saving efforts. In some cases, your items
are divided among several departments & the recipient may not know who sent the lovely
hats & booties. Enclosing a self-addressed postcard or envelope may help ensure a reply.
In any case, don't let the lack of a response discourage you. Your efforts are greatly appreciated. (Note: You might wish to send elsewhere if you NEVER receive even a brief acknowledgment of receipt.)
As more & more people learn of the needs of neonatal intensive care units (NICUs),
some hospitals may be "flooded” with very tiny hats. PLEASE make hats in a range of
sizes, as well as blankets, mittens, &/or burial garments. There are full-term infants in
NICUs, too. PLEASE contact your local hospital to learn what is needed. Chat with the
Director of Volunteers, the Director of Child Life, the Nurse Manager of the Nursery or
NICU, ICN, or Special Care Nursery, or the Director of Pediatrics. You might want to
make colorful hats (with braids for children & teens) for young patients who undergo
chemotherapy. Or, you might want to use these patterns to make hats & mittens or a
scarf for children in a homeless shelter. Or, you might want to contact social service organizations that work with families in need or foster children. Or, you might want to make
lap blankets or walker caddies for geriatric patients at the hospital or local nursing homes.
You can provide warmth & comfort to residents of your own community! You will
make a difference in the lives of others. This is a very rewarding project!
Note: Care Wear Volunteers participants provide the supplies for their projects & deliver directly to hospitals, nursing homes, social service agencies, etc… A quarterly newsletter provides patterns, information, & hospital updates. See current & previous issues
4 for help locating a specific pattern. Conon www.carewear.org. See Index of Patterns
tact Bonnie Hagerman if you do not have Internet access to read the newsletter.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
LABELS
*
*(Attach with safety pin or punch a hole & attach with a piece of yarn. NO STRAIGHT PINS.)
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Here is how Care Wear Volunteers got
started. I read this article in December
1990, located my knitting needles, & the
rest is history!!!!
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From: Better Homes & Gardens Creative Ideas, CHRISTMAS IDEAS 1990 (pp. 64-65)
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GENERAL INFORMATION (KNIT & CROCHET)
1. Yarn for hats should be washable (not wool). Wool may be used for blankets or
slippers for older children, but should be clearly labeled.
2. Do NOT smoke or work on projects in a room where someone is smoking.
3. Keep these projects away from dogs, cats, or other pets.
4. You may use partial skeins leftover from your projects. Combine colors into stripes.
5. Seasonal colors, pastels, football team colors, bright colors, etc… may be used.
6. Wash hats that become soiled in construction. Do NOT use fabric softeners or sachet.
7. Package your completed items in plastic bags or tissue paper to protect from soil.
More than one item may be placed in a plastic bag.
8. Make hats that are STRETCHY. These will fit various sizes & be more comfortable.
9. Use very SOFT yarn for preemie and full-term hats.
10.Fabric paint is a suitable alternative to embroidery on toys & finger puppets.
11.Keep booties in pairs with yarn or a large safety pin. NO STRAIGHT PINS, please!!!
12.Booties stay on best if there’s a ribbon or chained yarn tie around the ankle. Even if
the pattern does not specify this, you can always add it. Secure ribbons or chains
with a few hand stitches to prevent pulling out & swallowing.
13. Pompoms should be tied on—not glued on. Pompom makers are available in local
craft stores or made by wrapping yarn around a 1.5” x 2” piece of cardboard.
14. A satin ribbon bow on the top of a hat is easier & less bulky. Thread 1/4” satin ribbon onto a tapestry needle. Weave in & out of the top of the hat. Tie a bow!
SIZES:
When knitting or crocheting, please keep in mind the approximate sizes for these infants. Head sizes for the infants in a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit vary from the size of
a LIME or LEMON to larger than normal for full-term infants. Full-term, extra-large
preemie, large preemie, and medium preemie sizes are the most requested sizes.
Here is a size chart (BODY MEASUREMENTS) for your reference.

Knitting/Crochet Pattern Abbreviations: http://www.bernat.com/glossary
Needle/Hook Conversion Chart and Yarn Equivalents:
http://www.bevscountrycottage.com/needlecharts.html
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KNIT PATTERNS
BASIC KNIT HAT
13”- 14”

7” - 7.5”

TODDLER SIZE
Cast on 86 stitches

11.5”
6” - 6.5”

FULL-TERM
Cast on 70 stitches

9”

5.5”

X-LARGE PREEMIE
Cast on 60 stitches

8”
4.5” -5”

LARGE PREEMIE
Cast on 50 stitches

7”
4”- 4.5”

MEDIUM PREEMIE
Cast on 44 stitches

6”
3.5” - 4”

SMALL PREEMIE
Cast on 40 stitches

MATERIALS: soft, washable, 4-ply yarn
(Note: Four-ply yarn varies in thickness so adjust your
work to achieve the finished sizes shown.)
NEEDLES: Size 6, 7, or 8 (to achieve the sizes shown)
DIRECTIONS:
-Cast on the number of stitches shown for the size.
-Knit 1, Purl 1 across each row to create 1” of ribbing.
-At one inch length, change to stockinette & continue
knitting until you reach the lengths indicated at left.
-Draw all stitches together tightly at the top by weaving
yarn through all of the stitches on the needle. Knot securely.
-Weave seam edges together using matching yarn.
-Optional: Tie on a pompom or tie a ribbon bow on top.
NOTES:
1. Cast on LOOSELY so the hat has good stretch.
2. You may knit the entire hat in a ribbing stitch.
3. You may wish to decrease (K2 tog) as you knit rows
near the top of the hat (1” from the top) to reduce the
bulk when pulling the top closed.
4. You may substitute smaller needles and/or 3-ply yarn.
Simply knit to the dimensions shown.
5. If your 4-ply yarn is thick and stiff, don’t use it for the
very small sizes. Use a 3-ply yarn instead and cast on
a larger number of stitches to achieve the same finished size.
6. Use double-pointed needles to omit the seam.
7. Use leftover yarns in stripes. Arrange any way you
wish. See illustrations below.
8. As you can see, preemie head sizes vary from the size
of a lime to full-term sizes. Within this range, gauge is
not critical. If STRETCHY, your hat will be used.
Accent
color
Main color
coordinating color
Main color

5.5”
Large Preemie

3.5”

X-SMALL PREEMIE
Cast on 36 stitches

Medium
Small
X-Small

Full-Term
XL Preemie
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KNIT PATTERNS
THE PERFECT KNIT PREEMIE CAP

MATERIALS:
Soft baby or sport weight yam, any pastel color or pastel ombre's.
Never use wool as some infants may be allergic.
NEEDLES: size 4 and 6
This is a rib pattern that will be visible after 3-4 rows.
SIZES:
Extra small: 29 st x 3 ½
Small: 33 st X 4
Medium: 37 st x 4 ½
Large: 41 st x 5

inches long before decrease
inches long before decrease
inches long before decrease
inches long before decrease

DIRECTIONS:
-Row 1: with size 6 needles, loosely
cast on 29 (33, 37, 41) stitches.
-Row 2: knit 2, purl 2 across row, ending K 1.
-Row 3: change to size 4 needles, K 2, P2 across, ending K1.
-Continue in this manner until piece measures 3½ (4, 4½, 5) inches.
-First decrease row: k 1, k 2 tog across row. Purl one row.
-Next row: k 3, k2 tog across. Purl one row.
-Next row: k 2, k2 tog across. Purl one row.
-Cut yarn leaving about 12 inches and thread onto a yarn needle. Thread through
remaining stitches and pull up tightly,
-Sew seam from bottom and knot off well with piece of yarn used to gather top,
-Cut ends to 3/4 in.
-Tie on a pompom if desired.
Because these preemie hats keep their shape so well, they can be turned up and be
used on tiny babies. They then stretch as the little head grows and the cuff can be
adjusted.
This rib pattern can be used for any size hat, for children or adults, using larger
needles and worsted weight yarn, increasing number of stitches and length of piece
as needed. Always be sure to cast on a multiple of 4 stitches plus one and work all
rows in k 2, p 2 until decrease rows, so the unique ribbing will appear. These hats,
though very stretchy, hold their shape well.
Original pattern by Jane Bonning using measurements found in Care Wear publications. You may duplicate and share this pattern with anyone. Jane Bonning

"THE PERFECT KNIT PREEMIE CAP " MATCHING BOOTIES
MATERIALS: Soft sport weight or double knitting yarn. (I used Mary Maxim Baby
Soft ) 1 50-gram ball will make 2 pairs of booties and 2 hats (1 large, 1 medium).
NEEDLES: Size 4 *

Continued on page 11
10
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KNIT PATTERNS
KNIT
PATTERNS
“The Perfect Knit Preemie Cap” Matching Booties pattern continued
PATTERN STITCH: Row 1: K2, P2 across, ending with K1.
Row 2: K2, P2 across, ending with K1.
Repeat these two rows.
DIRECTIONS:
-Cast on 25 stitches.
-Work in pattern for 10 rows, decreasing one stitch on last row. (24 stitches).
-Row 11: Knit 10, inc; in next stitch, knit 2, inc. in next stitch.
Knit to end (26 sts).
-Row 12: Purl.
-Row 13: Knit 11, inc. in next stitch, knit 2, inc. in next stitch.
Knit to end (28 sts).
-Row 14: Purl.
-Row 15: Knit 12, inc. in next stitch, knit 2, inc. in next stitch.
Knit to end (30 sts).
-Row 16: Purl
-Row 17: Knit 13, inc. in next stitch, knit 2, inc. in next stitch.
Knit to end (32 sts).
-Row 18-23 : Knit every row.
-Row 24: Knit 1, k2tog., knit to last three stitches, k2tog. knit I (30 stitches).
-Row 25: Knit
-Row 26: Repeat row 24 (28 stitches).
-Row 27: Bind off all stitches OR knit 14 and then do a 3-needle bind off.
Sew seam(s). Make a 16-18 inch cord or chain and insert between stitches at ankle.
*To make booties that correspond to the sizes of the preemie cap, go down one size
needle for medium, one more size for small and extra small.

THE FREDERICK MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FULL-TERM HAT PATTERN

NEEDLE SIZE: #6
MATERIALS: 100% acrylic 3-ply baby yarn
DIRECTIONS: Cast on 60 stitches
-Next row: Knit 2, purl 2, to end of the row. Continue
in this pattern for six inches.
-Next row: Knit 2 together, purl 2 together across the row.
-Next row: Purl
-Next row: knit 2 together across row
-Next row: Purl
-Next row: Knit 2 together across the row
-Thread yarn onto needle & take remaining stitches off needle.
-Draw tight.
-Sew cap seam and knot securely.
-Optional: Securely tie on a pompom or weave in a satin ribbon & tie
11
a bow.
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KNIT PATTERNS
THE PERFECT PREEMIE HAT--variation March 2005
(Seamless hat using double-pointed needles—by Shirley Brunner)
MATERIALS: soft baby or sport weight yarn
NEEDLES: #4 Double Pointed
DIRECTIONS:
Cast onX-small: 28 sts x 3½" long, before decrease
Divide 8-8-12
Makes 7 Ribs
Small: 32 sts x 4" long, before decrease
Divide 12-12-8
Makes 8 Ribs
Medium: 36 sts x 4½" long, before decrease
Divide 12-12-12 Makes 9 Ribs
Large: 40 sts x 5" long, before decrease
Divide 14-14-12 Makes 10 Ribs
(A multiple of 4 sts, will make hat larger)
PATTERN:
Row 1: K2, P2, ending with P2
Row 2: K1, P2, K2 repeat P2, K2 around, end K1.
Continue these 2 rows until desired length before decrease.
Decrease Rows
Row 1: K 2 together all around.
Row 2: Knit all around.
Row 3: K2 together all around
Row 4: Knit all around
Then leave a long thread and draw remaining stitches together and tie off. A pompom or bow may be added. I make a “pig tail” by bringing yarn to the front and
crochet about 10 chains, sc back (this causes it to curl). Pull yarn to the underside
and fasten off. By fastening off this way the “pig tail” can be cut off if not desired.
Shirley wrote,
I modified this hat by eliminating the K2 & P2 band at the start. As the pattern is the
same on each side (inside & outside), the hat can be folded to accommodate the baby’s
head as it enlarges. I use DP needles and I knit Continental style so switching from K to P
often, with this pattern, is fast & easy.
When casting on, I do this on two needles BUT the first stitch is put on one needle,
then I add the other needle & finish casting on. Then divide your stitches on 3 needles &
join. BE CAREFUL you don’t lose that first cast-on stitch as it gives a snug fit when joining. Then use the tail from casting on along with the yarn you are going to use to knit the
hat. Do 2K (give both threads a tug), P2 and give the threads a tug, too. Then do the
pattern with the yarn from the ball.
After doing the pattern for about 4 rows I take a bright color yarn to mark the beginning of my 1st needle. Go back to the 1st row & loop this yarn around the 1st stitch on
the first needle. Follow the pattern.
12
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KNIT PATTERNS
OSCAR’S CAP (3 SIZES)
This photo appeared in the Frederick News-Post when
5 sets of twins were born in a 36-hour period at Frederick Memorial Hospital. Oscar was one of the twins in
the NICU. Many Care Wear participants noticed his
cute hat & requested the pattern!!!

After seeing Oscar on the cover of the MARCH 2010 newsletter, Heather Rinkel created this pattern for the
JUNE 2010 Care Wear Volunteers newsletter (p. 3). See Jean Corazza’s variation of that pattern in the
SEPTEMBER 2010 newsletter (p. 11). See page 21 of that SEPTEMBER issue for Heather’s booties to
match Oscar’s hat.
( Newsletters
are posted on our website—http://www.carewear.org)
13
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KNIT PATTERNS

Preemie patterns
were hard to find
when Care Wear
Volunteers started
in 1991. Now,
there are many
sources.
Reprinted with
permission in the
September 2011
Care Wear newsletter.
www.bernat.com

14
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KNIT PATTERNS
LION BRAND® BABYSOFT SO-SOFT PREEMIE HAT
Pattern Number: NW09221006K

SKILL LEVEL:

Easy

SIZE: Small Preemie
Medium Preemie
Large Preemie
CIRCUMFERENCE:
6 (7, 8) inches measured flat (half of total
circumference).

www.lionbrand.com

FINISHED LENGTH: 3¾ (5, 5½) inches
MATERIALS:

•
•
•
•

920-100 Lion Brand Babysoft: White (1 Skein Makes 8-9 hats)
Double-Pointed Needles -- Size 5
Stitch Markers
Large-Eye Blunt Needle

GAUGE:
6 stitches to an inch over Pattern Stitch.
BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR GAUGE.
STITCH EXPLANATION: Rnds 1 and 2: Knit.

Rnd 3: Purl 1, k2.
Rep Rnds 1-3 for Pattern Stitch.

HAT
—Cast on 36 (42, 48) sts. Divide sts evenly onto 3 needles. Join, being careful
not to twist sts. Place marker for beg of rnd.
—Work in k1, p1 rib for 1 (1.5, 1.5) inch, then work in Pattern Stitch until piece
measures 3 (3.5, 4.5) inches from beg.
SHAPE CROWN:
Next Rnd: *K4 (5) (6), k2tog, repeat from * around - 30 (36, 42) sts.
Rnd 2: *K3 (4) (5), k2tog, repeat from * around - 24 (30, 36) sts.
Rnd 3: *K2 (3) (5), k2tog, repeat from * around - 18 (24, 30) sts.
Continue to decrease in this manner until there are 6 sts left.
Next Rnd: (K2 tog) around - 3 sts.
CORD (for top knot): *Slide remaining 3 sts to other end of needle and knit
them, pulling yarn tightly across the back of the work. (Do not turn work.) Repeat
from * to make cord, working until cord
Lion Brand Yarn has several preemie
measures 1.5 (1.75. 1.75) inches. Bind off.
FINISHING: Weave in ends. Knot cord.
Turn up ribbed cuff.
15
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patterns available in its collection of
FREE KNIT patterns. Previously reprinted with permission in the June
2010 Care Wear newsletter.

KNIT PATTERNS
KNITTED BERET

MATERIALS:

Knit Beret

3 ply baby yarn
Size # 3 or #4 needles

DIRECTIONS:
-Cast on 8 stitches, purl back.
-Row 1: Knit 1, yarn over (YO), Knit 1, YO, all across row, alNOTE: You are knitting
ways ending with K1.
from the top of the beret
-Row 2: Purl back
downward—ending with
the ribbing bottom.
-Row 3: Knit 2, YO, knit 2, YO, all across row, ending with K1
-Row 4: Purl back
Continue increasing this way until desired size (Preemie beret measures 4.5” deep.
Adult size is 8.5” diameter. That is about 10 YO increases for preemie & 25+ for
adult.) THEN, knit rows for about one inch.
-Change to stockinette & decrease (K2 together) every 10th or 11th stitch on every
knit row until there are 44 stitches on the needle for preemie size or 90 stitches on
the needle for adult size.
-Knit 1, Purl 1 for about one inch or more.
-Bind off. Sew or crochet hat together. Tie on a pompom or bow.

COATS & CLARK
This is a WONDERFUL free project sheet
from Coats & Clark, Inc. There is a hat
pattern for every head size and yarn
weight. However, the preemie hat pattern at 12” circumference is an X-Large
(almost full-term hat size). For the
range of smaller preemie hats see the
Care Wear patterns on page 9.
Here is a good pattern that you can use
with variegated yarn, in patterns of
stripes using leftover colors, as well as
solid colors. Tie on a pompom or weave
in a narrow satin ribbon for a bow on
top.

PATTERNS ON PAGE 17
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KNIT PATTERNS
GOTCHA COVERED #1

17
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KNIT PATTERNS
SEAMLESS PREEMIE &
NEWBORN PUMPKIN HAT

1818

Apple variation!

KNIT PATTERNS
SEAMLESS JESTER-TYPE HAT

19 19

KNIT PATTERNS
SEAMLESS PREEMIE & NEWBORN ARAN STYLE HAT #14
( a pattern for an experienced knitter)

See the MARCH 2003 newsletter (p. 10-17) 20
on the Care Wear Volunteers website
(http://www.carewear.org) for 8 variations of Aran-style hats by Cathy Gilroy.

20

KNIT PATTERNS
SEAMLESS SANTA

HAT

21
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KNIT PATTERNS
CHILD’S HAT WITH BRAIDS

Requested by Johns Hopkins
Child Life Center for young
chemotherapy patients.
Pattern by Heather Rinkel.

A photo of a young patient at Johns Hopkins.
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KNIT PATTERNS
TEDDY BEAR

MATERIALS:
#3 dp needles with 3-ply sport or 3-ply yarn
#4 dp needles with 4-ply yarn
#6 dp needles with Red Heart Knitting Worsted “Fleck” yarn
DIRECTIONS FOR BEAR:
[Garter Stitch = Knit one row, Purl next row]
-Using main color, cast on 20 stitches for a leg.
-Work in a round (rd) in garter stitch over entire bear.
-Work until leg measures 1⅜” (3½ cm).
-Set first leg aside on a holder and work a second leg to match.
-Place both legs on needles together and work as 1 rd.
-Cast on 2 new sts at center front & center back, where legs meet – 44 sts on rd.
-Work for 2” (5 cm).
-On next rd, cast on 20 new sts on left & right side of body for arms.
-Work over this larger rd for 1⅜” (3½ cm).
-On next rd, cast off 30 sts on left & right side to complete arms.
-Continue to work in a rd over neck and head.
-Increase in the following manner:
-Increase 2 sts on each side every other rd 3 times and then every fourth rd 1 time.
-Work without increasing for 1½” (4 cm).
-Cast off.
-Sew arms and legs closed, gathering ends slightly.
-Stuff bear and sew head closed.
-Sew diagonally down across corners of head to make ears (as shown in photo).
SCARF:
Using contrasting color, cast on 7 sts.
Work back & forth in garter stitch until scarf measures approximately 12”.
Wrap scarf around bear’s neck & tie.
Sew the knot down to fasten scarf to bear.
FACE:
Embroider or use textile paint for the eyes, mouth, and nose.
Doris K sent the pattern for this adorable bear! She wrote that she
found these directions in an old Norwegian knitting book. We discussed the age of the book and the likelihood of copyright violation.
We agreed that it should not be a problem. Doris knits these for her
granddaughter and writes that the bears are fun and fast to knit!
Very sweet! A child in the ER would love to hug one of these bears!

Other knit patterns available in newsletters on http://www.carewear.org
BURP CLOTH—September 2007 newsletter (page 7).
BIBS—March 2011 newsletter (page 29).
23
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KNIT PATTERNS
BABY BLANKET

(also known as the “washcloth” pattern)
MATERIALS:
2 (8 ounce) skeins 4-ply yarn or two strands of baby or
sport weight yarn.
NEEDLES:

Size #10-13

DIRECTIONS:
-Cast on 4 stitches.
-Row 1: Knit 2, yarn over (yo), knit to end of the row.
-Row 2: Knit 2, yo, knit to end of the row.
-Continue these two rows of garter stitch (knit every
row) until one edge of the triangle measures the length
you desire (between 32”- 36”) OR you have used one
skein of yarn. When you have reached this halfway
mark, continue as follows.
-Row 1: K1, K2 tog, yo, K2 tog, knit to the end of the
row.
-Row 2: K1, K2 tog, yo, K2 tog, knit to the end of the
row.
-Continue these two rows until 4 stitches remain. Bind
off.
(When there are too many stitches to continue working
on straight needles, switch to a circular needle. A 29”
circular needle works well.)
This blanket looks lovely when a satin ribbon is threaded through the eyelet holes and tied in a bow in one
corner.

BABY BOOTIES

Using baby yarn & fine needles (size
1), you will produce a PREEMIE
SIZE. Increase to 24 stitches for a
larger size.

DIRECTIONS: Cast on 21 stitches
-Knit each row for about 1 inch.
-K1 *yo, K2tog, repeat from * to end of row.
-Knit 1 row.
-Knit 7 stitches, place on holder, increase 1 in next stitch, knit next five
stitches, increase 1 in next stitch, place last 7 stitches on holder.
-Knit each row for 1 1/4” (center 9 stitches only). Cut yarn leaving 4-5 inch strand.
-Attach yarn & knit stitches from second holder, pick up & knit stitches from 1st side of center piece, knit 9 center stitches, pick up & knit stitches from 2nd side of center piece, knit
stitches from first holder.
-Knit each row for 6 more rows.
It is recommended that you use
-Knit up to 7 center stitches, K2tog, K3, K2tog.
double pointed needles & and work
-Knit a row
on the two booties at the same time
-Knit up to 5 center stitches, K2tog, K1, K2 tog.
to ensure two finished booties of
-Knit a row.
the same size!
-Knit up to 3 center stitches, K3 tog.
-Knit last row, casting off as you do.
-Finish by sewing up bottom & back seams and weaving in leftover yarn.
-Thread ribbon through row with yarn overs. 24
24

KNIT PATTERNS
KNIT SNUGGLER

(a positioning tool for NICU infants)

(Page 9 Small or XS Preemie Hat)

SEWING and STUFFING the SNUGGLERS

Crochet
Hat
&
Crochet
Blanket
25
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KNIT PATTERNS
BURIAL GOWN & BONNET

26 26

Continued on page 27

KNIT PATTERNS
Burial Gown & Bonnet pattern continued from p. 26

EASY BOOTIES FOR PREEMIES
MATERIALS: Baby Yarn

Size #5 needles

DIRECTIONS:
-Cast on 30 (26, 22, 20) stitches, leaving
about 8” or 9” of yarn to sew back seam.
-Knit in garter stitch 18 (14, 12, 10) rows
—9 (7, 6, 5) ridges.
-Bind off at beginning of next two
rows 7 (6, 5, 4) stitches.
-Knit 14 (12, 10, 8) rows—7 (6,5,4) ridges.
-Decrease one stitch at each end of next row.
-Knit one row plain.
-Knit two together across next row.
-Cut yarn, leaving about 10” to 12”.
-With needle, thread yarn through remaining
stitches & gather into circle for toe.
-Sew edges together for top of foot.
-Front of leg can be sewn together but left
open would be easier to put on baby.
-With end of casting-on yarn, sew up back seam
gathering up last 5 or 6 sts to round the heel.
SIZES:
Large= 2 3/4”
Medium= 2 1/4”
Small= 2”
X-Small=1 3/4”

FINGER PUPPETS
MATERIALS:
Size #1 or #2 needles
Odd bits of baby yarn or fingering
Embroidery floss or textile paint

27

DIRECTIONS:
Cast on 24 stitches using #1 or #2 needles.
Do 6 rows, beginning each row with
purl (P, K, P, K, etc.).
Change color.
Do 8 rows beginning each row with K, K, then
continue P, K, P, K, etc. to end of row.
Change back to first color.
Do 6 rows, beginning each row with
purl (P, K, P, K, etc…) to end of row.
Run single strand of yarn through top of
puppet to gather.
Pull tightly & knot.
Sew seam down the back of the puppet.
Add pom-pom or bow on top.
27

Embroider or paint eyes, nose, & mouth.

KNIT PATTERNS
TINY MITTEN PATTERN

Thanks to Healther Rinkel for reviewing this pattern & editing terminology for U.S. knitters.

Tiny Mitten

KNITTED
BURIAL POUCH

The finished pouch measures
approximately 8 1/2” long & 5–5
1/2” wide. (It is easy to adjust
length & width according to the
size needs of your hospital.)
Pattern designed by Elaine
Pendleton for Care Wear Volunteers.
Materials: 4 ply yarn in white,

Directions:
40

For a larger size:
Cast on 60 sts. Knit 15 sets of 6 rows.

12-13 sets of 6 rows

See the SEPTEMBER 2003 newsletter (p. 19) on the Care Wear28
Volunteers website (http://www.carewear.org) for a hooded burial
bunting in micro-preemie size.
28

KNIT PATTERNS
FAT CAT

TOYS

Do you have lots of leftover 4-ply yarn in
“adult” colors? Consider making knit/
fiberfill toys for hospitals to distribute. Look
for toy pattern books (for knit or crochet) in
your local craft shop. Use up your 4-ply
black, rust, brown, grey, etc…… The local
Frederick hospital gives a toy to every child
in the ER to calm & distract. It works!!!!

KNIT PONY PATTERN

Send me a s.a.s.e. for this PONY pattern.

CROCHET
DOUBLE CROCHET HAT

Another adorable
knitted toy is “FAT
CAT.” Go to the
Care Wear Volunteers website
(www.carewear.org)
Click on NEWSLETTERS & open the
JUNE 2011 newsletter. See pages 1415.

PATTERNS

SINGLE CROCHET HAT

MATERIALS:
Size F crochet hook
Sport or baby weight yarn

All rows are worked in back loop
only (BLO) to create rib effect
There is more demand for the
larger sizes shown in parenthesis.
DIRECTIONS:
Chain 21 (25, 29, 32, 35) Sc in second ch from hook
and in each stitch across.
Ch 1 and turn.

MATERIALS: Size F hook
Baby or sport weight yarn
All rows are worked in back
loop only (BLO); Two sizes
DIRECTIONS:
Chain loosely 28 (32); Dc in
third ch from hook and in
each ch across – 25 (29).
Ch 3 and turn; Continue in this
pattern for 20 rows (22).
Fasten off leaving a yard long
tail; Use tapestry needle to
weave sides together.
Weave around the top, pulling
thread tight; Whip stitch to
firmly secure the crown;
Add a pompom or bow.
29

Remaining rows:
Sc in BLO of each stitch; ch and turn.
Continue this pattern for 30 rows (36, 42, 50, 56).
Fasten off leaving a two-foot tail; thread tail through
tapestry needle; Weave in end of stitches, joining
sides of row 1 and the last row.
Continue to weave around the top, pulling tightly and
whip stitching to firmly secure the crown; Add a
pompom or bow, if you wish.
CROCHET EDGINGS: FLANNEL/FLEECE BLANKETS
Find an excellent guide for making crochet edgings on
flannel & fleece blankets on the Care Wear Volunteers
website (http://www.carewear.org). Click on NEWSLETTERS, open the December 2010 newsletter, and
29
read Kathy
Vish’s article on pages 18-20.
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CROCHETED SNUGGLER

This is a positioning tool for NICU infants.
(Designed by Sharri Shively. Permission given for Care Wear to use.)

MATERIALS: H hook and 3- or 4- ply worsted yarn
or approximately 4 oz baby sport or sport yarn
Acceptable finished length can be anywhere between 26” and 30”
Version One:
Begin: CH 4, join with SL ST to make a ring.
Row 1: CH 2 (counts as first DC); DC 11 more in ring, join with SL ST (12 DC)
Row 2: CH 2 (in this row and all succeeding rows, this counts as first DC stitch); DC in
same stitch as CH 2, (this creates an increase); 2 DC in each of 11 remaining DC; join
with SL ST (24 DC)
Row 3: CH 2, 1 DC in each of remaining 23 DC, join with SL ST
Row 4: CH 2, 1 DC in each or remaining 23 DC, turn
Row 5-52: Repeat row 4
Row 53: Repeat row 3
Row 54: Decrease from 24 DC to 12 DC (to decrease: Insert hook, YO and pull through.
Leaving yarn on hook, insert into next stitch, YO and pull through, YO and pull through
2 loops, YO and pull through 2 loops.)
Row 55: Decrease from 12 DC to 6 DC
Row 56: Decrease from 6 DC to 3 DC; end off, leaving a 6” length of yarn. With a needle,
run yarn through top loops of yarn. With a needle, run yarn through top loops of final
3 DC with a gathering stitch and pull closed. Lock stitch shut. Hide excess length of
yarn inside snuggler.

Version Two:
Begin: CH 25
Row 1: DC in second CH from hook and in each remaining CH (24 DC); CH 2, turn.
Row 2-56: DC in each DC, CH 2, turn. (24 DC)
Finish off: Leaving yarn length 1½ times the length of the snuggler.

SEWING AND STUFFING THE SNUGGLERS
Version One:
The ends are already rounded and fastened for you! Using piece of yarn 1½ times the
length of snuggler, sew shut, using a weaving stitch. (Use 2 stitches per DC). Lay
stuffing in snuggler as your sew, filling at least 1/3 to ½ at a time. The longer the
piece of fiberfill, the less it will bunch when washed. Also, overlap the fiberfill ends at
least 2” using a thinner thickness at the overlap edges so there isn’t a bump. Finished
product should feel like a very soft loaf of bread when squeezed. It will bend over
when held vertically, but not flop in half. One 20 oz bag of fiberfill will stuff 8 to 10
snugglers, depending on how loosely or tightly they are crocheted.

Version Two:
On one end, using an 8” piece of yarn, run a gathering stitch through the top of each DC,
draw tightly, and knot securely. Hide ends inside the snuggler. At the other end, using a piece or yarn approximately twice the length of the snuggler, gather this end as
you did the first, using 8” of the yarn’s end. Sew shut with weaving stitch as instructed in Version One, using the remaining length of the gathering yarn.
30 30
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Reprinted with permission in the September 2011 newsletter.
www.bernat.com
Newsletters from
2000 to current issues are available
on the Care Wear
Volunteers website
www.carewear.org
31
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COATS & CLARK
Here is the crochet flyer from Coats
& Clark that provides directions for all
sizes and yarn weights. A very handy
flyer to have on file!
Note that the 12” preemie size fits
at least a 5-6 pound infant head. It is
NOT the tiny preemie sizes needed for
1-3 pound infants.
PATTERNS on next page

PREEMIE BOOTIES

MATERIALS: Size E or F hook
Baby yarn
DIRECTIONS:

2 3/4”
Baby yarn—”F” hook

3 1/2 “
Worsted yarn—”F” hook

Ch 16 (18, 20) st
Row 1: Sc in the back of the second ch from hook; all remaining sc are worked in back loop
only for ribbed effect; Sc in back of remaining 14 (16, 18) st; ch 1 & turn
Row 2: Sc in each st across; there should be 15 (17, 19) st; ch 1 and turn
Row 3 – 20: Repeat row 2, omitting ch 1 at end of row 20; there should be 10 ridges and 10
valleys
To Form Toe:
Fold so that rows 1 and 20 face each other
Slip st rows 1 and 20 together for 7 (8, 9) st; Draw up a loop and remove hook
With a short piece of yarn and a needle, whip together the open heel to form the base of the
bootie leg; Tie off end
To Make Leg:
Reinsert crochet hook in loop at instep
Ch 3, dc in each st around leg; Join with sl st; *Ch 3, dc in each dc of leg; Repeat from * once
more; Join with sl st & fasten off
To Close Toe:
With a short piece of yarn and a needle, pick up the top st of each ridge of the open toe
Draw together and tie securely; Add a ribbon or ch a string to weave through ankle and tie a
bow; Make the other one.
32
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LION BRAND® BABYSOFT SO-SOFT PREEMIE HAT
SIZE: Small Preemie (Medium Preemie, Large Preemie)
FINISHED CIRCUMFERENCE: 6 (7, 8) inches
FINISHED LENGTH: 3 3/4” (5, 5 1/2”)
Hat is stretchy & will fit a range of sizes.

Note: If you opt to use worsted weight yarn for this
pattern, switch to size “H” or “I” hook.

Small preemie—”G” hook

Larger size—”G” hook

The Care Wear “tester” who
made the samples shown
above, suggested adding
(3,3) to maintain the pattern
of ridges visible in the SMALL
PREEMIE light blue hat. She
suggested
“...next 2 (3,3) sc;”

ABBREVIATIONS/ REFERENCES
Beg = begin(s) (ning)
Rnd (s) = round(s)
St(s) = stitches

ch(s) = chain(s)
sc = single crochet
www.lionbrand.com

34
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IF you use 3 sc for the larger sizes, you hat will
have this ribbed effect—like the light blue hat.
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Other crochet patterns available in newsletters on http://www.carewear.org
BIBS—March 2011 (p. 20 & 22), December 2010 (p. 29),
December 2004 (p. 36), June 2003 (p. 6 & 8), March 2000 (p. 10)
BLANKETS—Terry Kimbrough Crochet Column June 2004.
37
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Page 5 of 6
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© Terry Kimbrough 2003
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Designed by Terry Kimbrough for the Care Wear Volunteers 2005 calendar.

GAUGE: Using larger size hook, 13 sts = 4”

CROCHET
PATTERNS

TO MY SWEETHEART BLANKET

CROCHET

PATTERNS

BURIAL GOWN SET reprinted from the September 2004 newsletter
(Website: http://www.carewear.org )

BONNET/ HAT

42

42 See the September 2004 newsletter for a shorter dress & a
jacket pattern in this set designed by Terry Kimbrough.

CROCHET

PATTERNS

GOWN
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BLANKET

BOOTIES

Note: Make a blanket any size you like
by making a chain (loosely) a few inches longer than the desired width. Figure
the exact starting chain, by making the
chain a multiple of 6+2.

7 double crochet in last

Row 1: Single crochet across and turn.
Row 2 (right side): Sc in second ch
from hook, (skip next 2 chs, 5 dc in
next ch, skip next 2 chs, sc in next ch)
across.
Row 3: Ch 3, turn; 2 dc in first sc, skip
next 2 dc, sc in next dc, (5 dc in next
sc, skip next 2 dc, sc in next dc) across
to last sc, 3 dc in last sc.
Row 4: Ch1, turn; sc in first dc, (5 dc in
next sc, skip next 2 dc, sc in next dc)
across.
Repeat Rows 3 and 4 for pattern until
blanket is desired length, ending by
working a right side row.
Gown, hat, & booties with a fleece blanket (w/crochet edge)

BLANKET

44
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Use any pattern you enjoy making.
Preemie blankets should be at least
25” square or larger. (Full-term—min.
36” square) Hospitals request that
you use patterns that do not have big
open spaces that catch little fingers.

BLANKETS

FINGER PUPPETS

Use a size 1 or “B” crochet hook Baby or fingering yarn.
CH 13 stitches
Row 1: SC in the second chain from hook and in each chain across (12 SC);
CH 1 and turn.
Row 2-11: SC in each stitch across going through both loops of each SC.
Finished piece measures about 1 5/8” wide x 1½” long.
Fasten off leaving a tail of about 5”
While piece is flat, embroider eyes, nose, and mouth with embroidery floss
or use liquid paint.
Use the tail to weave the back closed and gather the top, which is the
last row of SC.
1/8” ribbon makes a cute bow for the top of girl puppets; for boy puppets,
try changing the yarn color after six rows to look like a hat.
Alternately, you could use a small pompom or floss for hair.
Good face colors would be white, pink, peach, or brown.

MITTENS

Size E hook
Baby or fingering yarn
Cuff: CH 8, SC in 2nd CH from hook; 1
SC in each CH to end; turn. (7 SC)
*CH 1, SC in back loop only to end of
row, turn* Repeat from * to * until
strip measures 3 1/2 ”. Fasten off.
Sew short ends of cuff strip together
to form circle.
Hand: With right sides of work facing
you, join yarn to one edge of cuff at
seam.
Base Rnd: CH 1, sc 18 evenly around
edge of cuff. Join with SL ST to CH.
45

DO NOT TURN.
Rnds 2, 4, 6, 8: CH 2, DC in back loop only to
end, join with SL ST to top of CH.
Rnd 3: CH 1, (2 SC, 2 SC in next ST) to end,
join with SL ST to CH. (24 sts in rnd)
Rnds 5, 7: CH 1, SC to end, join with SL ST to
CH
Rnd 9: CH 1, (2 SC, 2 SC tog) to end, join with
SL ST to top of CH.(12 sts now in rnd)
CH 1, SC 2 SC tog to end. Fasten off leaving a
6” tail.
45
Sew
seam at top of mitten. Weave ribbon
through the DC rnd at wrist & tie in a bow.

CROCHET
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CAPS
AND
BOOTIES

This classic and welldesigned pattern was printed in The Workbasket, a
wonderful magazine.

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR SEWING PROJECTS
-Use SOFT fabrics such as fleece, cotton flannel, cotton knit, or terry cloth.
-Wash any completed projects that are soiled or dusty. Do NOT use fabric softeners
or fragrant rinses in the wash water.
-Edges on kimonos, receiving blankets, & diaper shirts can be serged, bound, zig-zagged,
or finished with decorative/overcast stitches.
-Do not attach buttons (or anything that an infant might swallow) on kimonos, toys, diaper shirts, etc. VERY SECURELY attach ribbons or bows.
-Fabric paint (lead free) is a suitable alternative to embroidery or felt eyes, etc. on finger
puppets or toys.
-Keep your projects FAR AWAY from smokers and pets.
46
-Package completed items in plastic bags to keep
clean. (Several items may be
46
packaged together. Do not add sachet or moth balls to your packages.)
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PATTERNS

BLANKETS & SIMPLE QUILTS

Most hospitals welcome blankets & quilts.
Sizes: 30” x 30” 36” x 36” or 36” x 42”
Flannel blankets may be hemmed or
bound or serged in matching or contrasting color. A crochet edging is a
lovely finish, too.
See the December 2010 newsletter for
helpful information on preparing fleece or
flannel for a crochet edge with a
perforating rotary blade. (p. 18)
Consider an appliqué or some
embroidery in one corner.
Quilt tops may be pieced or one piece (a
bright color or cheerful print).
Tie quilts with yarn or machine stitch the
layers together. Hand stitch, if you wish.

SIMPLE 30” x 30” QUILT

MATERIALS:
—30” x 30” fabric for the quilt top*
—34” x 34” fabric for the quilt back/bottom**
—30” x 30” batting ***

DIRECTONS:
Position the three layers – centering the quilt top (right side facing UP) & batting on
the quilt back (right side facing DOWN). You will have 2” of quilt bottom showing on
all four sides. Fold that 2” extension in half & then up on top of the quilt top—to
form a border. Pin in place. Miter the corners, if you wish. Machine sew that border/hem in place through all of the layers.**** Then, tie the quilt layers together at
approximately 5” intervals*****
* A one-piece quilt top of a cute print is fine! If you use a cute or colorful fabric for the top,
you do not have to work hours to create a patchwork or appliqué masterpiece.
** Some hospitals request quilts with dark colors on the bottom so that they can be used as
covers over the isolettes. Those covers provide tranquil darkness to allow infants to sleep.
***Consider using 100% polyester felt for the batting. Felt is easier to handle than quilt
batting. It provides good insulation & is machine washable.
****Consider machine stitching the border/hem along the folded edge (1” from the edge) &
then around the very edge of the quilt (1/8”from the edge) in order to keep the batting flat
and in position. Use straight, zigzag, or triple step zig-zag stitch. (See diagram above)
*****Use soft yarn or crochet cotton to tie the layers; use contrasting colors if you want to
make the quilt more colorful.
47
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SEWING PATTERNS
Stitch
Before
Stuffing

Stuffing bunnies at Make a Difference Day

FIBERFILL BUNNY
1. Cut two (cotton flannel, broadcloth, chintz
or other soft fabric).
2. Place right sides together and stitch with
1/4” seam allowance—leaving the bottom
open for stuffing.
3. Clip all curved seam allowances.
4. Turn bunny to right side.
5. Stitch dividing line between rabbit ears.
6. Stuff with fiberfill pushing fiberfill into the
upper ears with pencil or chopstick.
7. Close the bottom opening with a slip
stitch.
8. Embroider or textile paint the face.
9. Tie a ribbon snugly around bunny’s neck
with knot & bow. Hand stitch the ribbon
to the back of neck so that the ribbon
cannot be removed and ingested.

48
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FIBERFILL BEAR

This bear pattern was reduced in size to fit on
the page. If you wish to have the original size,
enlarge 115% on a photocopy machine. It is
OK to make the bear this size or even smaller.
1. Cut two (cotton flannel, broadcloth, or other
soft and washable fabric.
2. Place right sides together and stitch the
seam with 1/4” seam allowances. Stitch in
curves (not “V” shapes) around the outline of
this bear.
3. Clip all curved seam allowances.
4. Turn bear to right side and stuff with fiberfill.
5. Slip stitch the opening closed.
6. Embroider or textile paint the face.
7. Tie a ribbon around the neck with a knot,
then a bow. Hand stitch the ribbon in place
at the back neck so that the ribbon cannot
be removed and ingested.

1/4”
seam allowance
49
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“SCRAPPY PEOPLE PILLOW” TOY
By: Diana Olson and Judy Govotsos
For: Care Wear Volunteers
January 2010
DIRECTIONS:
The measurements of the Scrappy Pillow People are approximates. If they are a little bigger or smaller, that is fine. The shape can vary also to fit
the scrap piece of fabric. Arms and legs can be made from different fabrics. I used
the serger for most of the sewing, but you can use a sewing machine just as easily.
Cut 2 body, 2 legs, 2 arms
Fold and serge (or sew) the legs and arms lengthwise.
Pin the arms in place between the body parts right sides together. Make sure the other
ends of the arms are not caught in the seams. Start sewing at the bottom corner, up
one side across the top and down the other side. Pin the legs in place at the bottom
edges and sew from corner to about ½ inch past the leg and back stitch to secure. Sew
other leg in place.
Turn body right side out. Stuff lightly and hand sew bottom shut.
Paint face (eyes and mouth) on the front of the top body half.
Tie a knot on the ends of the legs and arms.
PATTERN ON NEXT PAGE

These are really adorable toys! Everyone enjoys stuffing them (no
little ears to stuff!!!)
and the finished results
are very cute!
Thanks to Judy and Diana for their creative
inspiration. THANKS
very much for providing photos and pattern.
What a wonderful project to use leftover
scraps of all sizes and
colors!!!!
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CUT 2

LEGS: (Cut 2) 2” x 8” —folded in half lengthwise
ARMS: (Cut 2) 2” x 6” —folded in half lengthwise

51
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HAND PUPPETS
FABRIC:
Muslin, broadcloth, etc… in skin tone colors
DIRECTIONS:
—Lengthen pattern piece before cutting fabric
—Cut 2 (ON FABRIC FOLD)
—Sew with right sides together with 1/4”
seam allowance.
—Clip curved seam allowances
—Turn to right side
—Hem or bind bottom edge
—Decorate or send to hospital undecorated.
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Ideas for other shapes!
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Basic Hand
Puppet in
ecru broadcloth
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Ideas for other shapes!
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WHEELCHAIR/WALKER CADDIES

CUT 2
Sew right sides together following dotted lines & trim corners. Turn right sides out.

—

15”
Alternative: Serge or bind
(bias binding)—wrong
sides together.

Top stitch around all edges—
catching ties. Then, fold up 6” to
create the pockets. Stitch to securefollowing red lines.

BIBS

Snap
Or
Velcro

and bind [bias binding] or serge edges.)

Cut 2

Each square = one inch
It is OK to vary the shapes
of bibs.

53
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Cut 2

SEWING

PATTERNS

Background: The following information is extracted from an article entitled “The Use of
Stuffed, Body-Outline Dolls with Hospitalized Children & Adolescents,” by Laura Gaynard, Joy
Goldberger, and Lesley Laidley.
The process of creating and personalizing a blank, stuffed, body-shaped doll can provide
children with a pleasurable and expressive activity which can be used by the hospital staff in
many ways. The children decorate the dolls with non-toxic permanent markers. The dolls become a part of the treatment process & the children take them home with them when they are
discharged.
The dolls can be used to help develop a rapport with
the children and to help them relax in a hospital environment. The staff may use the dolls to help assess the
child’s perceptions and feelings; talking about the doll is a
non-threatening way to explore the child’s own concerns.
Another use of the dolls is to help the children prepare for
and cope with their treatment process. The doll can be
used to show such things as where an injection will be given or what posture/body position is desired. And, of
course, the dolls can be a wonderful source of comfort for
the children.

SEND TO:
CHILD LIFE DEPARTMENT—ROOM 7217
BLOOMBERG CHILDREN’S CENTER
JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL
1800 ORLEANS STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21287
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MEDICAL-LEARNING DOLLS
“SURGICAL DOLLS”
PLEASE do not add any
decorations, eyes, faces,
ribbons, appliqués, etc….
to these dolls.

Reconnect the two halves of this pattern piece before cutting fabric.
SUPPLIES
-12” x 17” piece of tracing paper (for your pattern) and a pencil
-1/3 yard of 35” or 45” wide woven cotton or cotton blend in skin tone colors
(Johns Hopkins requests a variety of beige, tan, olive, & brown tones. Tea
dyeing or using brown and tan shades of Rit-type dye is fine. Choose even
(not mottled) colors that look like healthy skin tones. The color should be
light enough that permanent fabric markers will show on it. )
-Sewing thread to match fabric
-Polyester Fiberfill for stuffing

Smocks/hospital gowns to dress each doll are requested. Go to the Care Wear Volunteers website:

http://www.carewear.org
SEE THE MARCH 2002 NEWSLETTER—page 21
for a sewing pattern for a medical gown that is
sized for this surgical doll. Knit or crochet copies
are welcomed,
too. Also, June 2004—page 12.
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FLEECE HAT

sew
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FLEECE HAT
PATTERN
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BURIAL WRAP FOR PREEMIES & MICRO-PREEMIES

OUTER
WRAP

LINING
WRAP

Cut 2

CUT 2

Attach a bow-tie,
bow, or ribbon rose
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BURIAL WRAP
PATTERN

MEDIUM
SMALL
X-SMALL
( about 2 lbs)

XX-SMALL
(about 1 lb)

Burial Wrap

CUT 4

(two for wrap)
(two for lining)
59
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SMALL

MEDIUM

Sizes:
LARGE

60

60

After
reconnecting
pattern
piece

CUT 2

1/4” Seam Allowances Included
( Center Back 1/2” )

bACK

PREEMIE BURIAL GOWN
SEWING
PATTERNS

BURIAL GOWN PATTERN

CENTER BACK SEAM

Photo of Preemie Burial Gown

SEWING
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CENTER BACK SEAM

This is the lower half of the BACK of the Preemie Burial gown.

PLEASE

RECONNECT PATTERN

PIECE before cutting fabric.

Trace or photocopy both halves of the gown back and join A & B—
bringing the solid lines together.

DIRECTIONS:
1. Pin 3/8” lace along center front seam—with
lace extending out from the seam.
2. Sew the two center panels together (the center front seam).
3. Pin lace to the notched seam of the two side front panels.
4. Sew side front panel to the center front panels along notched
seam.
5. Press center back seam allowances to the wrong side. Back
seam is left open. (Seam finish optional)
6. Sew underarm seam—attaching gown front to gown back.
7. Turn under 1/4” at bottom of sleeve. Attach lace & then
attach elastic (4” for small, 4.5” for medium, and 5” for
large) OR make a casing for a drawstring ribbon.
8. Sew shoulder seam.
9. Optional: Attach slightly gathered lace around the neckline
with lace extending down toward gown.
10. Cut a 20” length of double fold bias tape & attach around the
neckline with equal length ends extending as ties at center
back.
6161

Burial garment trimmings
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Front Panel

1/4” Seam Allowance

1/4” Sea
m Allowa
nce

SIDE FRONT (Top Half)

PREEMIE BURIAL GOWN

1/4” S
eam All
owance

(Top Half)

SEWING

1/4” S
eam A
llowan

RECONNECT PATTERN PIECES BEFORE CUTTING FABRIC
6262
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(Bottom Half)

FRONT PANEL

After reconnecting
pattern piece

CUT 2

1/4” Seam Allowance

Angel appliqués, satin ribbon
roses and narrow lace and
ribbon are lovely decorations
for burial gowns.
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(Bottom Half)

SIDE
FRONT
PANEL

1/4” Seam A
llowance

CUT 2

1/4” Seam Allowance

After reconnecting
pattern piece

1/4” Seam Allowance

SEWING

MULTI-SIZED
KIMONO
FOR
PREEMIES
DIRECTIONS for the
assembly of the
original Kimono
pattern.
It’s really easy!!!

64 64
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Velc

ro

ro
Velc

KIMONO
2-3 lbs
CUT
2

FRONT

Velcro
Velcro
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Velcro

ro
Velc

KIMONO
2-3 lbs
BACK

Cut 1 —
On fold
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Velc

ro

ro
Velc

KIMONO
4-5 lbs
FRONT
CUT 2

PLEASE check the measurements on
this pattern before cutting. It should
measure 11” long and 6 1/8” wide
where marked.
Assembly directions are on page 64.

PLEASE
reconnect pattern before
cutting fabric

Velcro
67
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Velcro

After reconnecting
pattern
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ro
Velc

ro
Velc

KIMONO
4-5 lbs
BACK
PLEASE
RECONNECT PATTER
N
BEFORE CUTTING FA
BRIC

Again, please double check the measurements noted on
the pattern for length and width. If an adjustment is
needed, take the pattern to a photocopier to enlarge or
decrease in size until the measurements are accurate.
Another THANK YOU to Debbie Pfaff for her help sizing
this pattern for 2-3 and 4-5 lb infants.

CUT 1—on fold
After reconnecting pattern
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BOOTIE PATTERN
TO SEW

Full-Term

© 1983 Diana-Marie Thorpe
Free Pattern: Not for resale

PREEMIE

Trace off the pattern piece.
The larger size is full-term and
the smaller size is preemie.
Fabric: Soft knits or flannel.
Notions: 1 yard ¼” ribbon
Directions:
1. Cut out 4 bootie pieces
(lining layer and bootie
layer)
2. On the bootie layer,
make buttonholes as positioned
3. Right sides together, sew
center front and center
back seam on the bootie
layer
4. Repeat for lining
5. Turn bootie right side out
6. Tuck lining inside bootie
(toe at toe and heel at
heel) and pin together at
cuff
7. Top stitch as shown on
pattern, all around ankle
8. Finish upper raw edge (zig
-zag, serge, or hem)
9. Cut 2 ribbon ties (18”
each). Fasten a small
safety pin into the end of
each ribbon tie and push
in one buttonhole and out
the other
10. Hand tack ribbon to
bootie at center back so
that ribbon stays in place
11. Knot ribbon ends to prevent raveling

PreemieSize
Bootie

PREEMIE
Full-Term
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X-SMALL BOY’S GOWN

3”
Donna Sheffield designed this gown and shared it with Care Wear Volunteers. For three larger sizes,
see the December 2002 newsletter on the Care Wear Volunteers website: http://www.carewear.org
See the September 2003 newsletter for another gown called Lorrabelle’s Gown (open at the bottom)
70
in three sizes.
70
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From:
Care Wear Volunteers
Bonnie Hagerman
102 Mercer Court #23-5
Frederick, MD 21701-4070

TO:

FELT
FINGER PUPPETS
Materials:
Felt scraps
Scissors
Glue
Needle/Thread
Sewing Machine
Embroidery Floss
Marker or textile
paint

Zig Zag
CAT

DOG

FINGER PUPPET
PATTERN

CUT 2
CUT 2

Directions:
—Cut 2 pieces of felt for the body
(approx. 2 1/2” length).
—Position ears between two body layers. Sew together around outer edge
with a close zig-zag or other stitch—
leaving the bottom open.
—Make face (eyes, etc.) with markers,
textile paint or embroidery floss.
—Experiment with different shapes &
sizes of felt to create a menagerie of
finger puppets. Here are some ideas.
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EAR PATTERN

72RABBIT

ELEPHANT

MOUSE

PIG

